
THE NEW BUFFET RANGE WITH

ADDED FUNCTIONS.
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P.O.Box 1160 · D-92601 Weiden, Germany
Tel. 49 (961) 82-0 · Telefax 49 (961) 82-114
www.bauscher.de · e-mail: bauscher@bauscher.de

BAUSCHER.

THE INVENTOR OF HOTEL PORCELAIN.

Those who specialize achieve more. Bauscher has been manufacturing hotel porcelain since 1881. Nothing else. This 

long experience gives you the certainty of perfect professional porcelain. Guaranteed by the Bauscher quality seal to 

be found on the bottom of every piece of porcelain. Much of what is now regarded as standard originally came from 

Bauscher. Function, quality and service were enhanced again and again over the years to their current high standard. 

After all, it is Bauscher’s ambition to remain the best.



FUNction ELEVATES THE BUFFET TO 

A SUPERLATIVE EXPERIENCE.

Today it is not only the chef who is expected to constantly

provide new ideas for cold and hot buffets. To delight

the guest, the food and the way it is presented should

be perfectly co-ordinated. Bauscher’s new FUNction

buffet collection was carefully designed with an attractive

form concept, a unique combination of fun and function.

Extra-large hard porcelain and glass bowls, space-

saving platters suitable for arranging flat or inclined

towards the guest, bowls emerging from fine metal

presentation stands, combinable serving bowls, 

pots for dressings and preserves give the specialities of the day their own exclusive character. A material mix of high

quality porcelain, elegant glass and fine metals further enhances the guest’s experience.

The horn of plenty from the FUNction collection: 
never before was it so easy to symbolise lavish abundance.

“Taking a closer look at FUNction, it’s clear to me that every
buffet has to be a memorable event.”

The buffet is gaining in popularity. No self-respecting
establishment wishes to be without a breakfast buffet. 
Even lunch and dinner are often presented buffet-style.



The culinary delights of a buffet are not

only visual. The new FUNction range was

designed to heighten the dining experience

and at the same time provide modern

catering establishments with the neces-

sary economic factors. The impressive

glass designs with its favourable price-performance ratio and the hard porcelain items with all of the advantages, 

far exceed mere presentation. FUNction is an all-round concept which with its highquality materials opens up a whole

spectrum of possibilities to today’s and future generations, thereby reflecting the attributes demanded by the catering

industry to conform with working procedures and strict quality standards.

Form and function in perfect harmony, designed for the
creation of appealing buffet landscapes: FUNction with its
presentation elements for bowls and platters.

Today’s generation of guests expects to be able to put together
a menu just as the mood takes them.



NO LIMIT TO 

NEW IDEAS.



A REVELATION FOR 

FANTASY AND CREATIVITY.

Bauscher porcelain is rated highly in all

catering sectors. Resistance to impact and

breakage, perfect functional qualities, rational

washing and stacking are ideal characteristics

for use. In the new FUNction buffet programme

the specific benefits of porcelain have 

been combined with Bauscher expertise of

many years. Not only are there presentation

options for platters but the transparent plastic lids for preserves and dressings are also convenient for buffet station 

set-ups. FUNctions deep platters allow for perfect integration of menu items with sauces into the overall buffet display.

Bauscher simply makes more of everything.

A variety of ingredients par excellence: preserves pots with
attractive hard porcelain and clear, satin-frosted glass.

Innovative porcelain ideas from Bauscher create a congenial 
atmosphere and ensure service without a hitch. 
Customers all over the world appreciate these qualities.

The functional qualities and everyday serviceability of Bauscher
special porcelain can be relied upon especially for unconventional
innovative design ideas.



Salad dish, Saladier, Schüssel.

Platter amorphous, Plat amorphe, Platte amorph.

Relish dish oval, Ravier ovale, Schale oval.

Dish ½, Plat ½, Platte ½.

Dish ¼, Plat ¼, Platte ¼.

Bowl, Bol, Bowl.

Dressing pot, Pot à sauce froide, Dressingtopf.

Jam dish, Bol à confiture, Konfitürentopf.

Salad dish, Saladier, Schüssel.

Jam dish, Bol à confiture, Konfitürentopf.

Horn of plenty, Corny d’abondance, Füllhorn.

Elements for presentation, high-grade steel, Eléments pour présentation, acier spécial, Präsentationselemente Edelstahl.

Element for presentation, plastic, Eléments pour présentation, plastique, Präsentationselement Kunststoff.

Plastic cover, Couvercle en plastique, Kunststoffdeckel.

30 7915 - Dressing pot porcelain 1,3 12,6 16,5 66,5(4) 51.0 oz 835

30 6223 - Relish dish oval 0,45 23,3×11,3 4,0 17,5 9.25� 330
30 6228 - Relish dish oval 0,70 28,0×13,8 4,0 19,1 11.25� 500

30 7801 - Element for platter amorphous, all sizes - 22,0 3,0 - - 52

30 3123 - Salad dish porcelain 1,4 23,5 8,6 22,3 9.25� 890
30 3129 - Salad dish porcelain 3,2 29,8 11,2 27,0 11.75� 1450
30 3133 - Salad dish porcelain 4,3 34,0 12,3 32,8 13.25� 2500

30 2636 - Platter amorphous flat porcelain - 35,6×23,8 2,4 13,0 14.50� 812
30 2640 - Platter amorphous flat porcelain - 40,3×27,0 2,6 12,3 16.00� 1160
30 2641 - Platter amorphous deep porcelain - 40,2×27,1 3,4 14,5 16.00� 1240
30 2646 - Platter amorphous flat porcelain - 46,0×30,6 3,0 12,8 18.50� 1550

Item-No. DescriptionReference-No.
Capacity
Ltr.

Measure
ø
diameter
cm

Height
11 pieces
cm

Height
1 piece
cm

Ounces
ø inches

Weight
grams

90 6123 9068/23 Dish ½ - 22,5×11,5 2,8 12,0 9.00×4.25� 270

90 6115 9068/15 Dish ¼ - 14,6×11,5 2,7 12,0 5.75×4.25� 135

90 2940 9056/0.40 Bowl 0,44 14,9 7,1 21,7 14.9 oz 345
90 6090 9059/0.90 Bowl 0,85 20,4 7,3 21,8 28.9 oz 680

30 7907 - Jam dish porcelain 0,9 12,1 13,4 64,7 (5) 25.5 oz 550

30 7813 - Element low for Salad dish (30 3123) - 19,9 14,0 - 5.50� 415
30 7812 - Element low for Salad dish (30 3129) - 25,1 14,0 - 5.50� 556
30 7811 - Element low for Salad dish (30 3133) - 29,2 14,0 - 5.50� 615
30 7823 - Element high for Salad dish (30 3123) - 19,9 18,0 - 7.20� 460
30 7822 - Element high for Salad dish (30 3129) - 25,1 18,0 - 7.20� 619
30 7821 - Element high for Salad dish (30 3133) - 29,2 18,0 - 7.20� 671

30 3121 Salad dish glass 1,75 21,0 10,2 - 8.40� 1263
30 3124 Salad dish glass 3,5 24,0 10,9 - 9.50� 1568
30 3128 Salad dish glass 5,25 28,0 14,0 - 11.20� 2216

30 7907 - Jam dish glass transparent 0,9 12,1 13,4 64,7 (5) 25.5 oz 465
30 7907 - Jam dish glass frosted

(Dekor-No. 245065) 0,9 12,1 13,4 64,7 (5) 25.5 oz 465

30 8501 - Horn of plenty glass transparent - 16,0 35,5(L) - 25.0 oz 1030
30 8501 - Horn of plenty glass frosted - 16,0 35,5(L) - 25.0 oz 1030

(Dekor-No. 245065)

59 6332 2158/12 Plastic cover transparent - 12,8 0,8 9,5 - 60
for dressing pot, jam dish

Acrylic display, Support en acryl, Acryl Aufsteller.

30 7901 2004677 Acrylic display - - - 5,0 - 22


